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   From satellite observations to 3D visualization and extraction of precise points, distances and azimuths, Trimble Pathfinder
Office is the ideal solution for all surveying needs. Trimble Geosystems AG, Zug, Switzerland [^1]: These two authors

contributed equally to this work. [^2]: These two authors contributed equally to this work. /* * Copyright (C) 2017 Twitter, Inc.
* * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. * You may obtain a copy of the License at * * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software *

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied. * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and * limitations under the
License. */ /** This is the base class for a progress meter. It provides its own style for generating a progress bar with a progress
percentage. It also provides a general approach for generating such a bar, and therefore is extensible to any percentage. It is not
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intended to be subclassed. @interface TWTRAPIConfiguringProgressBarBase : UIView The progress to indicate, in the range 0
to 1.0 @property (nonatomic, assign) CGFloat progress; Will be called when the progress changes. @property (nonatomic,

copy) void (^progressDidChangeBlock)(CGFloat progress); Will be called when the progress is invalidated. @property
(nonatomic, copy) void (^progressInvalidatedBlock)(CGFloat progress); @end Ask HN: Are you living in the digital age? -

Mithrandir Hi HN!I'm curious if you consider yourself living in the digital age. Are 82157476af
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